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Brief Description:  Concerning business improvement districts.

Sponsors:  Representatives Peterson, Springer and Gregerson.

Brief Summary of Bill

�

�

�

Renames parking and business improvement areas (PBIA) to business improvement 
districts (BID).

Amends the purposes of BIDs and permits them to conduct the following activities:  
(1) the acquisition or operation of parking facilities; (2) developing and implementing 
plans to improve the appearance and character of the district; (3) sponsorship or 
promotion of public events and entertainment; (4) providing economic development 
services for the district; (5) supporting business activities in the district; (6) providing 
maintenance and security for the district; (7) providing transportation services; and 
(8) providing assistance to the public about local services.

Clarifies that a public hearing process must take place in instances where a BID is 
initiated pursuant to a petition process or where a BID is initiated pursuant to a 
resolution.

Hearing Date:  2/9/17

Staff:  Yvonne Walker (786-7841).

Background: 

A parking and business improvement area (PBIA) is designed to aid general economic 
development and revitalization, and to facilitate merchant and business cooperation.  A PBIA is 
an area within a county, city, or town that has the authority to levy special assessments on the 
businesses and multifamily residential or mixed-use projects within the geographic boundaries of 
the areas that are specially benefitted by the activities of the PBIA. 

The activities that a PBIA may finance and engage are as follows:  (1) the acquisition and 
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maintenance of parking lots; (2) the decoration of public places; (3) sponsoring or promoting 
public events; (4) furnishing music in public places; (5) the promotion and management of retail 
trade activities; (6) the provision of security and maintenance of common public areas; and (7) 
providing transportation services for the benefit of the area.

A “business” means all types of business, including professions. 

Parking and Business Improvement Areas Creation.
A PBIA is formed in two ways:  (1) the owners of businesses located within the geographic 
boundaries of the proposed PBIA may submit an initiation petition to the local government 
having authority over the area.  The petition must be signed by the operators responsible for 60 
percent of the assessments by businesses and multifamily residential or mixed-use projects 
within the area; or (2) the local legislative authority may propose an initiation resolution to create 
a PBIA.

The initiation petition or resolution must contain:
�
�

�

a description of the boundaries of the proposed area;
the proposed uses and projects to which the proposed special assessment revenues will 
fund and their estimated total cost; and
the estimated rate of levy of special assessment with a proposed breakdown by class of 
business and multifamily residential or mixed-use project, if such classification is to be 
used.

Hearing for Creating Parking and Business Improvement Areas.
The governing body of the local legislative authority, after receiving a valid initiation petition
from the business owners or after passage of an initiation resolution, must adopt a resolution of 
intention to establish a PBIA.  A public hearing must take place relating to the intention to 
establish a PBIA.  Notice of the hearing must be provided by publication of the resolution in the 
local newspaper and mailing a copy of the resolution to each business or residential operator in 
the proposed PBIA. 

During that public hearing process for the establishment of a PBIA, the governing body of the 
local government may change the geographic boundaries of the proposed PBIA.  If modification 
to boundaries is to expand existing boundaries, the expansion must be adjacent to the existing 
boundary.  The legislative authority of the local government must provide notice and give the 
public at least 15 days, after the proposed boundary change, for public input.  Proceedings shall 
terminate if protest is made by businesses and residential operators in the proposed area that 
would pay a majority of the proposed special assessments.

Ordinance Establishing Parking and Business Improvement Areas.
If, following the hearing, the legislative authority decides to establish the proposed area, it must 
adopt an ordinance to that effect.  The ordinance must contain the following information:

�

�
�

the number, date and title of the resolution of intention pursuant to which the PBIA was 
adopted;
the time and place the hearing was held concerning the formation of the PBIA;
the description of the boundaries of the PBIA;
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�

�

�
�

a statement that the businesses and multifamily residential or mixed-use projects, in the 
area established by the ordinance, must be subject to the provisions of the special 
assessments;
the initial, additional rate, or levy of special assessment to be imposed, with a breakdown 
by classification of businesses and multifamily residential or mixed-use projects, if such 
classification is used; 
a statement that a PBIA has been established; and
the uses to which the special assessment revenue will be used. 

Administration of Parking and Business Improvement Areas.
The governing body of each city, town, or county has sole discretion as to how the revenue 
derived from the special assessments is to be used.  The governing body may appoint an existing 
or a new advisory board or commission to make funding recommendations. The governing body 
also may contract with a chamber of commerce or other similar business association operating 
primarily within the boundaries of the legislative authority to administer the operation of a PBIA 
and its funding.

A legislative authority may disestablish a PBIA by ordinance after a public hearing before the 
legislative authority.

Summary of Bill: 

A parking and business improvement area (PBIA) is renamed to be call a business improvement 
district (BID).

The purposes of BIDs are amended.  Local jurisdictions may establish a BID to conduct the 
following activities:  (1) acquire and operate parking facilities; (2) develop and implement plans 
to improve the appearance, character, or functionality of the district; (3) sponsor or promote 
public events and entertainment; (4) provide professional management, planning, marketing, 
promotional, communications, and economic development services for the district; (5) support 
business activities in the district; (6) provide cleaning, maintenance, and security for common 
and public areas; (7) provide transportation services and improvements for the benefit of the 
district; and (8) providing information and assistance to the public about local services and 
resources.

The definition of a “business” is expanded to include all types business, including professions 
and the business of owning property.  A “district” means a business improvement district.

Business Improvement District Creation.
A public hearing must take place if a BID is initiated pursuant to a petition or initiated pursuant a 
resolution.  If a petition has initiated the formation of a BID and the signature requirement has 
been satisfied, the legislative authority must adopt a resolution restating all the information 
contained in the initiation petition.  The resolution must also state the time and place of the 
public hearing.  If the formation of the BID has been initiated pursuant to a resolution process, 
the resolution must state the time and place of the public hearing to be held by the legislative 
authority considering establishment of the BID.

Hearing for Creating Parking and Business Improvement Areas.
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If the governing body of the local government expands the geographic boundaries of the 
proposed BID area, the specific requirement that the expansion is to be adjacent to the existing 
boundary is eliminated.

Individual statutory provisions relating to adopting a resolution of intention to establish a PBIA 
and computing the cost of improvement for bid requirements in a PBIA are eliminated.

Appropriation:  None.

Fiscal Note:  Not requested.

Effective Date:  The bill takes effect 90 days after adjournment of the session in which the bill is 
passed.
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